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I. Concentration of Power by a Populist Leader Through Legitimate Means

Venezuela’s political system, formerly considered a success story of democracy and the rule of law in Latin America, has been almost completely dismantled over the past twenty years by the populist and authoritarian regime initiated by Hugo Chávez Frías in 1999.

The collapse of the rule of law in Venezuela was not an accident, a sudden constitutional coup d’état, or misguided government decisions, but rather the result of a deliberate political process that began with Chávez’s 1998 election.

Chávez had unsuccessfully attempted to unseat the democratically elected government of Carlos Andrés Pérez with a bloody coup seven years earlier. After being imprisoned and pardoned for the failed 1992 coup, Chávez altered his strategy and won the 1998 presidential election against weakened political opponents.

In 1999, Chávez began using the political process to concentrate power amongst himself and a few former military officers, but this time under an electoral veil. Chávez solidified his power by unconstitutionally convening a Constitutional Assembly that changed the Constitution to favor his plans.


5. See generally ALLAN R. BREWER-CARIAS, PROYECTOS CONSTITUCIONALES DEL CHAVISMO PARA DESMANTELAR LA DEMOCRACIA Y ESTABLECER UN ESTADO SOCIALISTA EN VENEZUELA [CHAVIST CONSTITUTIONAL PROJECTS TO DISMANTLE DEMOCRACY AND ESTABLISH A SOCIALIST STATE IN VENEZUELA] 55–60 (2019) (detailing Chavist Constitutional reform projects since 1999, mediated through the National Constituent Assembly, that played a role in dismantling democratic norms in Venezuela).

Once elected, Chávez and his cadre carried out their coup\(^7\) by working from within the country’s democratic institutions. They aimed to demolish the essential elements of Venezuela’s democratic system, beginning with the principle of separation of powers and eliminating checks and balances between the branches of government.\(^8\) They began capturing the judiciary, subduing the Supreme Court, and destroying all bases of representative democracy under the fraudulent excuse of establishing a “participative democracy.”\(^9\)

Following two decades of chavismo, the once-democratic Venezuelan state that existed up to 1999 is now a totalitarian state that not only controls most branches of government, but uses them to progressively suffocate the private sector.\(^{10}\) In this new Venezuela, institutions are destroyed and productive frameworks crushed. Indeed, the very foundations of democracy have been dismantled. The state controls every aspect of life, and citizens’ lives are subject to brutal repression by a military and paramilitary that targets not just dissidents, but the population at large.\(^{11}\)

---


\(^9\) See Allan R. Brewer-Carías, The Principle of Separation of Powers and the Authoritarian Government in Venezuela, 47 Duq. L. Rev. 813, 822 (2009) (surveying features of democratic states and contending that such features were missing from Venezuela’s “participative democracy,” which was, in reality, an authoritarian regime).

\(^10\) See Arib Chaplin, Chávez’s Legacy: The Transformation from Democracy Mafia State 84 (2014) (Arguing that “Chávez is . . . gradually suffocating the private sector” through his expropriation of various industries).

We are now seeing the final act of the tragedy that directed the systematic destruction of Venezuelan democracy, economy, and social institutions. While this destruction was performed with the most fanfare imaginable, it has still not been sufficiently realized by the democratic world.

II. The Downfall of One of Latin America’s Strongest Economies and Democracies

Decades of authoritarianism culminated in a miraculous social and economic transformation, turning Venezuela from one of the wealthiest countries in Latin America into one of the poorest. As stated in the title of an article published a few years ago by the Washington Post: “[t]here has never been a country that should have been so rich but ended up this poor.” The article describes with precision Venezuela’s terrible situation after more than fifteen years of the so-called “pretty revolution,” during which Chávez purported to im-


15. Matt O’Brien, There Has Never Been a Country that Should Have Been So Rich but Ended Up This Poor, Wash. Post (May 19, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/05/19/there-has-never-been-a-country-that-should-have-been-so-rich-but-ended-up-this-poor/.

16. As O’Brien describes, [a]ccording to the International Monetary Fund’s latest projections, it has the world’s worst economic growth, worst inflation and ninth-worst unemployment rate right now. It also has the second-worst murder rate, and an infant mortality rate at public hospitals that’s gotten 100 times worse itself the past four years. And in case all that wasn’t bad enough, its currency, going by black market
plant what he called “Twenty-First Century Socialism,” but transformed the country into a “failed state,” “narco-state,” “mafia state,” or “gangster state.” Because of the gravity of these results, it is no longer possible to hide the situation behind official propaganda and the support of foreign lobbies paid by the chavista government.

What was touted as the miracle of the Venezuelan authoritarian regime is actually a man-made disaster resulting from the destructive populist policies designed and deployed by the late President Chávez and continued by the man who currently is usurping the Presidency, Nicolás Maduro.

Chávez’s political process tragically demolished what in the 1990s was still one of the most envied constitutional democracies of Latin America, the Venezuelan state that functioned, has lost 99 percent of its value since the start of 2012. It’s what you call a complete social and economic collapse. And it has happened despite the fact that Venezuela has the world’s largest oil reserves. Never has a country that should have been so rich been so poor.


22. See Juan Forero, Chávez, Seeking Foreign Allies, Spends Billions, N.Y. Times (Apr. 4, 2006), https://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/04/world/americas/chavez-seeking-foreign-allies-spends-billions.html (describing how “upward of 30 countries as far away as Indonesia have received some form of aid or preferential deals.”)

23. See generally Robert J. Alexander, The Venezuelan Democratic Revolution: A Profile of the Regime of Romulo Betancourt (Rutgers U.
tioned from 1958 to 1998. A democratic system was first implemented in 1958, based on an agreement between the country’s main political parties.24 Despite the later criticism of Chávez’s followers, the Pacto de Punto Fijo must be considered an outstanding and exceptional political pact in Latin American politics. The competing political parties set aside their main differences and achieved the goal of establishing a constitutional democracy in a country that, until 1958, had been one of the least democratic in all of Latin America.25

Even into the late 2000s, many politicians and writers in the United States were admiring and applauding the former paratrooper commander who,26 after failing to seize power by

Press, 1964) (highlighting the democratic norms in Venezuela in the mid-twentieth century); see also DANIEL H. LEVINE, CONFLICT AND POLITICAL CHANGE IN VENEZUELA 3 (1973) (admiring how Venezuela “has built since 1958 one of the few effective, competitive, democratic political orders in Latin America”).


military force in 1992, was elected President of the Republic in 1998. The world marveled at how somebody in the country had begun—as repeatedly stated in the populist propaganda—\(\text{27}\) to take care of the poor, as if nobody before Chávez had fought for social justice in Venezuela.\(\text{28}\)

This approach, though astonishingly simplistic and blatantly fraudulent, was enough for Chávez to gain the admiration of many in the United States. In fact, support for Chávez was so strong that anyone who dared denounce the democratically disguised farce was immediately labeled a sort of academic dinosaur.\(\text{29}\)

Since the Second World War, North Americans and Europeans have come to take democracy for granted, generally refusing to admit the possibility that a democratic regime could be transformed into tyranny through its own democratic mechanisms.\(\text{30}\) This pro-democracy mindset helps explain why it has been so difficult for North Americans and Europeans in


27. See Cristina Marcano & Alberto Barrera Tyszka, Hugo Chávez: The Definitive Biography of Venezuela’s Controversial President (2007) (noting how Chávez’s “propaganda machine” created the perception that he “brought ‘dignity’ to the poor and excluded”).

28. See Ricardo Hausmann & Francisco R. Rodríguez, Venezuela Before Chávez: Anatomy of an Economic Collapse 420 (2014) (noting a shift toward “more leftist economic beliefs that favored the view that the poor were not to blame for their predicament and therefore should be helped by the government”).


30. See, e.g., Eden Collinsworth, A Reminder Not to Take Democracy for Granted, FIN. TIMES (Sept. 6, 2017), https://www.ft.com/content/1bf0ec64-9178-11e7-a9e6-11d2f0ebb7f0 (Quoting Kofi Annan: “Democracy is not just about one day every four or five years when elections are held, but a system of government that respects the separation of powers and fundamental freedoms like the freedom of thought, religion, expression, association and assembly, and the rule of law. Any regime that rides roughshod on those principles loses its democratic legitimacy, regardless of whether it initially won an election.”).
government and academia to understand what has happened during the past two decades in Venezuela. They have struggled to perceive that democratic institutions have been unmercifully destroyed and removed pursuant to the doctrines of a so-called “new constitutionalism,” a movement based on a fallacious participatory or populist democracy intended to construct a Twenty-First Century Socialism.

The truth is that Venezuela’s relatively stable democratic system, in place for over 40 years, was gradually replaced with tyranny through the use and misuse of the electoral tools provided by that democratic system itself.

III. Using Constitutional Mechanisms to Undermine the Constitution

With only naïve political parties who had already been backed into a corner to oppose him, Chávez began his assault on state institutions by following the populist handbook. He took over all branches of government, did away with the principle of separation of powers, and eliminated the territorial distribution of State powers, eventually establishing a centralized, militaristic, and authoritarian government in the country.

As previously noted, this centralization began in 1999 through the unconstitutional process to adopt a new constitution, a movement that Chávez promoted in his 1998 presiden-


32. See generally Ángel Rivero et al., Geografía del Populismo: Un Viaje por el Universo del Populismo Desde sus Orígenes Hasta Trump [Geography of Populism: A Journey Through the Universe of Populism from Its Origins to Trump] (2018) (theorizing characteristics of populist regimes, both historical and contemporary).

tial campaign. He led the election and convening of a Constituent Assembly that was neither contemplated nor prescribed in the Constitution. The Assembly was entirely dominated and directed by the same group of former military officers who had aided Chávez in his 1992 coup attempt, and they continued to abuse power. That Constituent Assembly, encouraged by the populist promoters of the “new Latin American constitutionalism,” was the main tool for Chávez to accomplish his concentration of power, the eventual militarization of political institutions, and the dissolution of the constituted powers.

In order to achieve their anti-democratic goals, the Constituent Assembly supplanted and usurped the sovereignty of the people in assuming full and unlimited powers to transform the institutional framework of the state, thereby imposing Chávez’s authoritarian ideas and interfering with all powers under the Constitution. Chávez faced only a small opposition of four elected members, the author included, out of 131 total.

34. Diego A. Zambrano, The Constitutional Path to Dictatorship in Venezuela, LAWFARE (Mar. 18, 2019, 8:00 AM), https://www.lawfareblog.com/constitutional-path-dictatorship-venezuela?linkId=64968229 (explaining why campaigning on a platform of constitutional reform was essential to Chávez’s plans).

35. See Id. (calling the constitutional convention an “unconstitutional proceeding found nowhere in the 1961 constitution.”).


38. See Allan R. Brewer-Carías, Asamblea Constituyente y Proceso Constituyente 1999 [Constituent Assembly and Constituent Process 1999], in 6 TRATADO DE DERECHO CONSTITUCIONAL 1060 (2013) (“De los 131 miembros que tuvo la Asamblea, sólo cuatro puede decirse que conformaron una ‘oposición,’ ante la abrumadora mayoría de los que fueron electos con el apoyo electoral del Presidente de la República, Hugo Chávez Frías.” [Of the 131 members of the Assembly, only four can be said to have formed an ‘opposition’ to the over-
In 1999, the Assembly replaced the authorities of all branches of government, including all Justices of the Supreme Court and most lower court judges, all members of the Electoral Council, the Comptroller General, and most members of the Public Prosecutor’s office. The Assembly then dissolved the elected Congress, thereby assuming all legislative functions, intervened in provincial and municipal governments, and suspended municipal elections.

Following the 1999 Constituent Assembly, the collapse of the rule of law and the transition from democracy to tyranny gradually began to take shape. All the while, the world in general, and North American and European countries in particular, viewed the former Lieutenant Colonel Chávez with some sympathy, due in part to his false promises, while ignoring his fraudulent use of democratic institutions. Many countries profited from his *nouveau riche* performance, as Chávez depleted the country’s wealth and used public money to finance politicians all over the world. Chávez garnered the support of many important local politicians through his generous social contributions, such as when he financed the supply of heating oil for homes in poor neighborhoods in New York City and subsidized public transportation in London. Although

---

39. See Zambrano, supra note 34 (noting how the Constituent Assembly barred the exercise of legislative, judicial, and other public organs of power).

40. See generally GOLPE DE ESTADO, supra note 7 (relating the coup d’État mediated by the Assembly); ALLAN R. BREWER-CARÍAS, 1 DEBATE CONSTITUYENTE [CONSTITUENT DEBATE] 43–114 (1999) (tracking the Assembly’s actions usurping these powers).


42. See Juan Forero, Chávez Using Oil Money to Buy Influence Abroad, N.Y. Times (Apr. 4, 2006), https://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/04/world/americas/04iht-venezuela.html (citing an estimate that Chávez had spent more than $25 billion abroad since becoming President in 1999).

43. See, e.g., Rebekah Kebede, Venezuela Brings Free Heating Oil to Poor in NY, REUTERS, Dec. 14, 2007, https://www.reuters.com/article/citgo-energy-bronx-assistance/venezuela-brings-free-heating-oil-to-poor-in-ny-idUSN1425889200712214 (referencing former U.S. Congressman Joe Kennedy acting together with the former President of Citgo Petroleum Alejandro Granado); Lee Glendinning, Chávez Deal to Aid Low-Income Londoners, GUARD-
erratic, he enjoyed the sympathies of many, all delighted and captivated by the military leader who acted as a sort of a twenty-first century Robin Hood.44

Simply put, Chávez was perceived as a leader elected by the people. He sold himself as Venezuela’s first caretaker of the poor, falsely pretending that it had never happened before in what was formerly the richest Latin American state. His twenty-first century Robin Hood antics distracted people from the fact that he was illegally encouraging corruption at home and financing politicians and political parties abroad with Venezuelan oil resources.45

Combining his charisma and misuse of the country’s immense wealth due to the boom in oil prices, he and his appointed successor Nicolás Maduro solidified, after twenty years of authoritarian government, the transformation of a formerly democratic country into a tyrannical dictatorship.

To maintain a veneer of respectability during this process, occasional elections took place, always controlled by a partisan electoral authority within a centralized power and a militarized public administration.46 Chávez thereby used the tools of democracy to destroy its very essence.

As stated above, the first task assumed by the 1999 Constituent Assembly, besides giving deliberative political rights and participation to the military, was to assault the judiciary.47 To this end, the Assembly dismissed almost all of the country’s judges and replaced them with provisional and temporary judges, thus ending the autonomy and independence of the


45. Forero, supra note 42.

46. See generally Zeeshan Aleem, How Venezuela Went from a Rich Democracy to a Dictatorship on the Brink of Collapse, Vox (Sept. 19, 2017), https://www.vox.com/world/2017/9/19/16189742/venezuela-maduro-dictator-chavez-collapse (quoting Francisco Toro, editor of Caracas Chronicles, as saying, “Chávez was always careful to maintain electoral legitimacy.”).

47. Partlett, supra note 36 (“The Constituent Assembly fired a number of judges for ‘corruption’ and replaced them with pliant new ones.”).
judiciary. A democracy cannot exist without judicial independence, but foreign governments and academics ignored these occurrences until recently, when violations of human rights became so evident that they could no longer be covered up.

The Constitutional Assembly began to define its new judicial framework by controlling the Supreme Tribunal, beginning to pack it with government supporters, a process that continued in 2004, 2010, and 2015, even including former representatives of the official party in the National Assembly. Chavez and his successor, Maduro, with this composition of the Supreme Tribunal, used it as an instrument for consolidating authoritarianism in the country.

This change explains why the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Tribunal, instead of protecting the Constitution, has become the authoritarian government’s main tool to illegitimately change the Constitution, demolish the rule of law.


50. See *CONSTITUCION DE LA REPUBLICA BOLIVARIANA DE VENEZUELA*, Dec. 30, 1999, art. 264 (stating that the National Assembly has final selection power for nominees to the Supreme Tribunal); see also Allan R. Brewer-Carías, *La Participación Ciudadana en la Designación de los Titulares de los Órganos No Electos de los Poderes Públicos en Venezuela y sus Vicisitudes Políticas [Citizen Participation in the Appointment of the Heads of the Non-Elected Bodies of Public Power in Venezuela and Its Political Vicissitudes]*, 5 REVISTA IBEROAMERICANA DE DERECHO PÚBLICO Y ADMINISTRATIVO 76 (2004) (underscoring that, since 2000, the National Assembly has essentially blocked citizen participation in nominating Supreme Tribunal magistrates).

51. See, e.g., Allan R. Brewer-Carías, *Crónica Sobre la “In” Justicia Constitucional: La Sala Constitucional y el Autoritarismo en Venezuela [Chronicle of Constitutional “In” justice: The Constitutional Chamber and Authoritarianism in Venezuela]* 17 (2007) (Determining that the executive control of the Supreme Tribunal and Constitutional Chamber was part of a systematic process meant to destroy judicial power in Venezuela).
and even to persecute and illegitimately prosecute members of the new National Assembly elected in 2015. In December of that year, the opposition effectively gained absolute control over the National Assembly, which consequently has been systematically attacked by the Executive and the Supreme Tribunal in efforts to neutralize and diminish its powers.\(^{52}\) Nonetheless, after a new National Constituent Assembly was fraudulently convened in 2017, it organized the illegitimate and unconstitutional election of Nicolás Maduro in 2018.\(^{53}\) Within this institutional framework, the National Assembly elected in December 2015, is currently the only legitimate elected institution in the country and the only hope Venezuelans have for the restoration of democracy in the country.\(^{54}\)

Years before, the concentration of power of the other branches of government was complete after 2005, when the government took complete control of the National Assembly following the opposition’s decision to not participate in the parliamentary elections of December that year.\(^{55}\) This control lasted for 10 years, and during this time the government packed the other branches with loyalists, including the Electoral Authority, the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the Comptroller General’s Office.\(^{56}\)


54. See Allan R. Brewer-Carías, *Transición hacia la democracia en Venezuela: Bases Constitucionales y obstáculos usurpadores [Transition to Democracy in Venezuela: Constitutional Bases and Usurper Obstacles]* 242 (2019) (determining that the National Assembly is the only political and legislative representative of popular sovereignty and is the primary interpreter of the Constitution for the Venezuelan people).


After President Chávez was re-elected in 2006, he revealed himself to be a Marxist-Leninist. Under his leadership, the newly created official state party adopted Marxism as its official ideology, proposing to permanently change Venezuela from a democratic state based on the rule of law, as it was still formally defined in the Constitution, into a popular or communal State.57

New laws were approved for this purpose, such as the 2006 Communal Council Law.58 In 2007, the President proposed a constitutional reform in order to create a “State of Popular Power” in parallel with the constitutional state.59 The State of Popular Power was to be based on a communist economic system, decreasing private property and substituting it with social or communal properties.60 Although those reforms could only be introduced through a duly-convened Constituent Assembly, the Supreme Tribunal, already co-opted by the executive branch, refused to even receive the complaints filed alleging that the wrong constitutional review procedure that was chosen.61


60. See Private Property Will Stay, Says Venezuela’s Chavez, LIVEMINT (Feb. 25, 2007), https://www.livemint.com/Politics/3qK55YnWTJJ/CvBq5EIR02M/Private-property-will-stay-says-Venezuelas-Chavez.html (reporting that Chávez’s proposed constitutional changes would “designate more property as ‘communal.’”)

61. See Allan R. Brewer-Carías, El juez constitucional vs. la supremacía constitucional [The Constitutional Judge vs. The Constitutional Supremacy], in EDUCARDO
Fortunately, the people rejected the proposed constitutional reform through a referendum held in December 2007. This was the most important political defeat Chávez suffered during his tenure.

Unfortunately, that defeat was met with a disastrous response: Chávez reacted aggressively against the will of the people, breaching the Constitution and imposing the rejected constitutional reform by means of ordinary legislation. He enacted several decrees between 2008 and 2011 that created the framework for a Cuban-style communal state. Claims for judicial review were raised in vain and ended up hidden in the files of a Supreme Tribunal that never processed the requests. As a result, the government was able to implement unconstitutional laws with total impunity, without any sort of control or judicial review.

---


64. See Brewer-Carías, supra note 56 (issue dedicated statutory decrees containing multiple articles discussing laws passed in the summer of 2008 that attempt to establish a socialist dictatorship).

65. See Brewer-Carías, LEYES ORGÁNICAS SOBRE EL PODER POPULAR Y EL ESTADO COMUNAL, supra note 63, at 509–96 (discussing the text of one such claim that the Constitutional Chamber never considered).

IV. RECENT POPULAR CHALLENGES TO THE CHÁVEZ-MADURO REGIME

By 2015, the political, economic and social destruction of Venezuela was complete, provoking a popular rebellion through the parliamentary election held in December of that year. The results of this election surprised everybody, including the controlled electoral body, which could not manipulate the overwhelming results.67

After the 2015 election, the government lost control of the majority it held in the National Assembly, and the opposition obtained a qualified majority of representatives.68 This reversal was the second most important political setback of the authoritarian regime since 1999, after the defeat of the 2007 constitutional reform.

However, the regime had become accustomed to exercising absolute power without any sort of checks and balances, and therefore an autonomous National Assembly was intolerable. The government began to systematically obstruct the opposition from carrying out its legislative agenda and gradually began to strip the legislature of all its powers and functions.69 As previously explained, this retaliation was possible because of the cooperation between the executive branch and the Supreme Tribunal of Justice.70

In only two days (December 29th and 30th, 2015), the outgoing National Assembly enacted more than 30 statutes stripping away all legal powers from the new Assembly and appointing new Supreme Tribunal justices, packing it entirely

67. See AP, Venezuela Election: Opposition Coalition Secures ‘Supermajority’, GUARDIAN (Dec. 8, 2015), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/09/venezuela-election-opposition-coalition-secures-supermajority (noting that the election exceeded the opposition’s predictions and that Maduro was unlikely to resist the results).

68. Id. (reporting that the opposition had won 112 out of 167 seats in the National Assembly, with Maduro’s party winning only fifty-five).

69. See Aleem, supra note 46 (“In late March [Maduro’s] loyalist-stacked Supreme Court made a ruling that effectively dissolved the opposition-controlled legislative branch and took all of its power for itself. . .”).

70. See generally ALLAN R. BREWER-CARÍAS, EL GOLPE A LA DEMOCRACIA DADO POR LA SALA CONSTITUCIONAL [THE BLOW TO DEMOCRACY GIVEN BY THE CONSTITUTIONAL CHAMBER] 35–53 (2015) (chronicling the conversion of the Supreme Tribunal, in coordination with the executive, into a tool for the annihilation of Venezuelan democracy).
with members of the governing party. All this happened even before the newly elected National Assembly could hold its first session on January 5, 2016.

Filled with members of the governing party, the Tribunal acted to prevent the Assembly from exercising its functions, issuing more than 100 rulings that transformed the political system into a judicial dictatorship. The new system was characterized by the ability of the executive to use the subdued Supreme Tribunal as his main instrument to neutralize the National Assembly, eliminating all its functions in order to consolidate power.

The Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Tribunal declared unconstitutional practically all the laws and statutes sanctioned by the new National Assembly. The Chamber


73. See Lansberg-Rodríguez, supra note 71 (“Maduro . . . moved to pack the 32-member Supreme Court with 12 new judges, following their predecessors’ suspicious ‘early retirement.’ For good measure president Maduro has also declared that he will ‘not accept’ any legislation passed by the new parliament to free political prisoners, virtually guaranteeing that such an initiative would end up at the mercy of the supreme court.”).

74. See Daniel Lansberg-Rodríguez, Venezuela’s Supreme Court Suspends the Opposition-Dominated Parliament, FOREIGN POLICY (Jan. 13, 2016), https://
even went so far as to reform the Assembly’s internal regulations of functioning and debates in order to subject the exercise of its legislative functions to prior approval by the Executive branch, an unthinkable abuse of executive power in any democratic state. Further reducing the Assembly’s political power to control the government and the public administration, the Chamber imposed a rule that requires prior approval by the Executive Vice-President before a Minister can be questioned by the Assembly; eliminated the possibility for the Assembly to oppose and disapprove the states of emergency that the executive has successively decreed; prohibited the National Assembly from approving votes of no-confidence against the Ministers; ignored the constitutional obligation of the President to submit his Annual Address on the State of the Nation before the National Assembly, deciding instead for the President to deliver it before the same Supreme Tribunal; did away with the requirement of legislative approval of the national budget law, transforming it into a mere executive decree to be approved by the Tribunal; abolished the Assembly’s power to review its own decisions and repeal them, as it would have been able to do for the unconstitutional appointment of the justices of the Supreme Tribunal made in December 2015; prevented the National Assembly from expressing its political opinion during debates; and annulled all major bills, resolutions and declarations adopted by the Assembly.

foreignpolicy.com/2016/01/13/venezuelas-supreme-court-suspends-the-opposition-dominated-parliament/ (“On Monday, the Constitutional Chamber of Venezuela’s Supreme Court . . . suspended the Assembly and declared its leadership to be ‘in contempt’ of the court’s authority.”).


Finally, based on decisions issued in 2017 and following an alleged contempt of court ruling by the Electoral Chamber of the same Supreme Tribunal, the Constitutional Chamber systematically declared null and void all “present and future decisions” of the National Assembly, in some occasions even threatening to revoke the popular mandate of its members and to imprison them.

However, the process did not end here. In one of its most notorious actions, the Constitutional Chamber issued two decisions in March 2017 (No. 155 of March 27, 2017, and No. 156 of March 29, 2017), wherein it unconstitutionally declared a state of emergency, eliminated the parliamentary immunity of the representatives, and arbitrarily assumed all parliamentary powers of the National Assembly. Further, the Tribunal went so far as to delegate legislative powers to the President of the Republic, allowing him to reform laws and codes, including the Criminal Code and the Organic Code of Criminal Procedure, at his own discretion. It was these decisions that finally

77. On December 30, 2015, in order to prevent the opposition gaining control of the qualified majority of the National Assembly, the Electoral Chamber of the Supreme Tribunal issued a precautionary measure suspending the proclamation of the four elected representatives of the Amazon State. Notwithstanding, the Assembly, having the power to qualify its own members, decided to incorporate the elected representatives. Instead of sending the case to the criminal courts in order to declare the representatives that disobeyed the judicial order in contempt, the Constitutional Chamber directly declared the whole Assembly, as an institution, in contempt, declaring the nullity of all its past and future decisions in an unconstitutional way. See id. at 33 (elaborating on this declaration).


triggered Venezuela’s application to the Inter-American Democratic Charter by the Organization of American States.\textsuperscript{81}

These decisions gave birth to a new model of authoritarian government that did not have its origin in a military coup, as was common in Latin America, but rather in the manipulation of popular elections, the degradation of judicial review processes, and the abuse of democratic tools. The result of this model was to ultimately give de facto control of the country to the military and destroy the rule of law and democratic principles, all under the convenient camouflage of constitutional and elective processes.

After all these developments, the 1999 Venezuelan Constitution today is a tragic example of a Constitution that was violated even before it was published. There is no other way to explain how a federal state was transformed into a centralized system of power. The separation between five branches of government has been replaced by a political system of total concentration of power and the principle of representativeness has been neglected. Political participation has been denied and ignored, economic liberty has been engulfed by strict nationalization of all activities, and a state capitalism has emerged a result of indiscriminate expropriation and confiscation.\textsuperscript{82}

One of the last acts of this institutional tragedy began in July 2017, with the unconstitutional convening and functioning of a new Constituent Assembly with unlimited powers and


\textsuperscript{82} In relation to the oil industry, see, e.g., Allan R. Brewer-Carías, \textit{Crónica de una Destructión: Concesión, Nacionalización, Apertura, Constitucionalización, Desnacionalización, Estatización, Entrega y Degradación de la Industria Petrolera [Chronicle of Destruction: Concession, Nationalization, Opening, Constitutionalization, Denationalization, Establishment, Delivery, and Degradation of the Oil Industry]} 251–77 (2018) (recounting the Constitutional and legal bases that mediated a state-driven process of destruction of the Venezuelan petroleum industry).
duration, President Nicolás Maduro installed the Assembly in breach of the provisions of the Constitution that entrust the power to convene such an Assembly to the people only by means of a referendum. The new Constituent Assembly, composed of more than 500 members, was elected through an ad hoc electoral system contrary to the universal and direct suffrage guaranteed in the Constitution, based on a territorial (municipal) and corporate vote exercised by chosen sectors of the society, thus institutionalizing discrimination and exclusion.

The purpose of the Assembly was supposedly to construct a socialist, populist, or communal state framework. This was the same constitutional framework that had been rejected by the people in 2007, and the same that has been unconstitutionally implemented through ordinary legislation since 2010.

The unconstitutional convening of this fraudulent Constituent Assembly was again challenged before the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Tribunal. However, the result of this challenge is best illustrated by the joke that resulted
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from the Chamber’s decisions: a referendum is indeed needed in order to change a comma, word, or phrase in an article of the Constitution, but to change the entire Constitution, as it was intended, it is not necessary to ask for the people’s approval.\textsuperscript{87} With this nonsensical opinion, eight individuals (the President of the Republic and seven Justices of the Tribunal) imposed their will upon the people.

Based on this unconstitutional decision, the members of the Constituent Assembly were elected in July 2017, all of them affiliated with the official party.\textsuperscript{88} The Assembly assumed an original constituent power, substituting the people’s will and sovereignty, acting with supra-constitutional powers, and imposing its will on all constituted powers, including the Supreme Tribunal. The judicial tyranny of the previous years was thus in part transformed into a constituent tyranny, whereby the Supreme Tribunal became completely subordinated to the Executive.\textsuperscript{89}

Additionally, since 2017 the Constituent Assembly has acted as a sort of Caribbean reincarnation of the 1793 Comité de salut public of the Terror Regime in revolutionary France, which was established in order to prosecute any dissidence.\textsuperscript{90}


\textsuperscript{90. See generally Committee of Public Safety, \textit{Encyclopædia Britannica}, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Committee-of-Public-Safety (last visited
The Assembly has declared, for instance, that elected members of the National Assembly were traitors to the motherland, particularly after they met with public officials and representatives in foreign countries in order to explain the situation in Venezuela. The persecution of members of the National Assembly reached new heights in August 2018 when the Supreme Tribunal, in collaboration with the Constituent Assembly, ordered the apprehension and incarceration of two representatives, unjustly indicting them of magnicide and other grave crimes against the state.

V. AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION AND SUBSEQUENT YEAR OF THE TWO PRESIDENTS: ONE AS USURPER AND THE OTHER AS LEGITIMATE

The authoritarian picture has been made ever clearer thanks to unconstitutional actions taken by the regime since 2017, beginning with the National Constituent Assembly’s decision to supplant the National Electoral Council and illegitimately convene an advanced presidential election in order to reelect Nicolás Maduro for a new term (2019–25).

That fraudulent reelection of Nicolás Maduro was held on May 20, 2018, through a process that did not meet the national and international standards set for democratic, free, fair, and transparent elections. Consequently, the National Assembly, as a political and legislative body that represents the

---

sovereign will of the people and as the primary interpreter of the Constitution, approved a Resolution (May 22, 2018) denouncing the farce of the elections process, stating that it violated all the electoral guarantees recognized in human rights treaties and agreements, and in the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and the Organic Law of Electoral Processes, considering the effective absence of the rule of law; the partiality of the electoral arbiter; the violation of the effective guarantees for exercising the right to vote and the right to be elected to office by popular vote; the lack of effective controls against acts of electoral corruption perpetrated by the government; the systematic breach of the freedom of expression, together with the partiality of mass media controlled by the government; and the absence of effective and transparent mechanisms of electoral oversight.95

The National Assembly also stated that if the majority of the people of Venezuela refrained from participating in the illegitimate elections process,96 in which 68% of the Registered electors abstained,97 it was the people who, “in defense of our Constitution and invoking Articles 333 and 350 sanctioned by the Constitution, decided to reject, disavow and not

---


96. See Neuman & Casey, supra note 94 (discussing low voter turnout and lack of enthusiasm).

validate the farce called for on May 20, in spite of the government’s pressure through mediums of social control.”

By virtue of the foregoing, the National Assembly resolved “to declare as ‘non-existent’ the farce that took place on May 20, 2018;” to disavow the alleged outcome announced by the National Electoral Council, especially the alleged election of Nicolás Maduro Moros as President of the Republic, who must heretofore be deemed a usurper of said office;” and to “disavow any illegal and illegitimate acts of proclamation and swearing in of Nicolas Maduro for the 2019–2025 term.”

The National Assembly had also issued a resolution on November 13, 2018, “to promote a political solution for the national crisis,” declaring that “as of January 10, 2019, Nicolas Maduro continues to usurp the office of President of the Republic, in spite of not being the president-elect,” and deeming “all the decisions of the National Executive Branch ineffective as of that date, pursuant to the terms of Article 138 of the Constitution.”

This resolution must be perceived as a manifestation of civil disobedience and of resistance against illegitimacy. It disavowed the results of a fraudulent election, declaring it non-existent, and ignored the proclamation of the supposedly elected official.
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102. Acuerdo con el objeto de impulsar una solución política a la crisis nacional, fortaleciendo las fuerzas democráticas del pueblo de Venezuela con el respaldo de la comunidad internacional [Resolution to Propel a Political Solution to the National Crisis, Strengthening the Democratic Force of the People of Venezuela with the Support of the International Community], Asamblea Nacional de la República Bolivariana de Venezuela (Nov. 13, 2018).
The Resolution of May 22, 2018, specifically mentioned a Declaration of the *Grupo de Lima* issued on May 21, 2018, which was followed by other declarations of a similar tone expressed by more than 44 governments of the Americas and Europe, all rejecting the legitimacy of the election. The *Grupo de Lima*, made up of representatives of the governments of Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, México, Panamá, Paraguay, Perú, and Saint Lucia, agreed to contribute to “preserve the attributions of the National Assembly,” expressing that they “[d]o not recognize the legitimacy of the electoral process that took place in Venezuela and that ended on May 20, 2019, for failure to meet the international standards of a democratic, free, just and transparent electoral process.”

The same day, Mike Pompeo, Secretary of State of the United States, said simply that “[t]he United States condemns the fraudulent election that took place in Venezuela on May 20. This so-called ‘election’ is an attack on constitutional order and an affront to Venezuela’s tradition of democracy.”

On May 23, the G7, which gathers the leaders of Germany, Canada, the United States, France, Italy, Japan, and the United Kingdom, denounced the presidential election because it failed to “meet accepted international standards” and did not safeguard “basic guarantees for an inclusive, fair and democratic election.” The statement rejected the “Venezue-
lan presidential election, and its results, as it is not representative of the democratic will of the citizens of Venezuela."\footnote{Id.}

The consequence of this rejection of Maduro’s reelection was the lack of a legitimately elected president who could be sworn in on January 10, 2019. As a result, on January 4, 2019, the National Academy of Political and Social Sciences, Venezuela’s highest consultative entity on institutional matters, issued a proclamation highlighting that due to “the non-existence of the conditions necessary to hold free and fair elections,”\footnote{Press Release, La Academia de Ciencias Políticas y Sociales [The Academy of Political and Social Sciences], Ante el Diez de Enero de 2019: Fecha en la que ha de juramentarse al Presidente de la República Conforme a la Constitución [Before January 10, 2019: The Date on Which the President of the Republic Must Be Sworn in, According to the Constitution] (Jan. 4, 2019), http://www.constitucionalucv.com/pronunciamientos/ acienpol_ene_2019.pdf.} the illegitimate presidential reelection of May 2018 placed the country in an “unprecedented situation.”\footnote{Id.} This conclusion was due to the fact that according to the Academy, “the coming January 10th 2019, the date on which, as established in article 231 of the Constitution, the President of the Republic for the term 2019–2025 is to be sworn, [Venezuela does] not have a president legitimately elected by means of free and just election.”\footnote{Id.}

Consequently, the Academy, facing the grave situation confirmed by those facts, demanded that “the different Branches of Government respect the Constitution,” and take actions to achieve “the full reestablishment of the constitutional and democratic order of the country.”\footnote{Id.} This message was addressed to the National Assembly, the only state organ with democratic legitimacy in the country as all the other branches of government had been overcome by the executive.

The National Assembly, as the people’s representative and the primary interpreter of the Constitution, had no choice but

to interpret the Constitution in such a way as to bring about a resolution of the political crisis. To fulfill the Article 231 requirement of having a legitimately elected president to fill the office for the 2019–2025 term, the Assembly analogized to Article 233 of the Constitution, which refers to cases of absolute absence of the president prior to taking office. In such instances, Article 233 provides the following:

When an elected President is permanently unavailable to serve prior to his inauguration, a new election by universal suffrage and direct ballot shall be held within 30 consecutive days. Pending election and inauguration of the new President, the President of the National Assembly shall take charge of the Presidency of the Republic.114

Interpreting the Constitution and applying this rule by analogy, the National Assembly determined that because there was no legitimately elected president that could be constitutionally sworn in for the upcoming term, Article 233 of the Constitution required that the president of the National Assembly had the duty to take charge of the presidency of the Republic.115 Because assuming the presidency of the Republic under such circumstances was one of the functions inherent in the President of the Assembly’s duties, it was fully within the regular operation of law. There was no need for any additional swearing in before the Assembly, for he had already done this when accepting the position as President of the Assembly on January 5, 2019.116

The National Assembly issued a Bill of Resolution explaining its interpretation of the Constitution on the same day as the swearing in ceremony, which decreed that there was an “emergency due to the total disruption of constitutional continuity,” setting the path for the “ceasing of the usurpation.”\textsuperscript{117} As the president of the National Assembly stated on that same day, “Today there is no Chief of State, today there is no commander in chief of the Armed Forces, today there is a National Assembly that represents the people of Venezuela.”\textsuperscript{118}

A few days later, on January 15, 2019, the National Assembly completed its interpretation of the Constitution and issued another resolution, reaffirming “the usurpation of the Presidency of the Republic by Nicolás Maduro Moros and the need to “reestablish the Constitutional order,” and adopting a set of “decisions to proceed to restore the force of the constitutional order, on the basis of Articles 5, 187, 233, 333 and 350 of the Constitution.”\textsuperscript{119}

The National Assembly specifically decided to restore the constitutional order based on Article 333, which give citizens the right to take necessary action to establish the validity of the constitution, and Article 350, which sanctions civil disobedience against Maduro’s usurpations.\textsuperscript{120} The Assembly resolved to effectively form a transition government that could proceed to organize free and transparent elections.\textsuperscript{121}

In the same resolution, the Assembly decided “to formally declare the usurpation of the Presidency of the Republic by Nicolás Maduro Moros and, consequently, assume as legally ineffective the de facto status of Nicolás Maduro and declare all
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the alleged actions of the Executive Branch to be null and void, pursuant to Article 138 of the Constitution.” The Assembly explained its plan:

to adopt, within the framework of the application of Article 233, the measures that allow restoring the conditions of electoral integrity so that, once the usurpation ceases and a Transition Government is formed and installed, it will call and hold free and transparent elections within the shortest time possible, as provided in the Constitution and other Laws of the Republic and applicable treaties.

For this transition process, the National Assembly also enacted a law on February 5, 2019, titled the “Statute that Governs the Transition to Democracy in Order to Reinstate the Constitution,” which confirmed that “the president of the National Assembly is the legitimate acting president of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela in accordance with Article 233 of the Constitution.”

The National Assembly’s constitutional interpretation in its January 15 Resolution and in the Statute for the Transition created an implicit understanding that, as of January 10, 2019, representative Juan Guaidó, in his capacity as President of the National Assembly, by mandate of the Constitution was the interim President of the Republic. Juan Guaidó himself expressed the same message in various public statements, including a public rally held on January 23, 2019.

In assuming the interim presidency of the Republic in his capacity as President of the National Assembly, Guaidó merely
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fulfilled a duty imposed by the Constitution. As such, he did not self-proclaim himself to be the president, as has been erroneously repeated in media reports.\textsuperscript{127} He simply assumed one of the functions that was constitutionally vested in him as president of the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{128} Therefore, the “oath” expressed by Guaidó at a rally on January 23, 2019,\textsuperscript{129} although an important political formality, did not replace the formal oath that he swore when becoming President of the National Assembly on January 5, 2019, which fulfilled, among other duties, that of assumption of the presidency of the Republic.

The subsequent popular rallies and demonstrations within Venezuela indicated that citizens understood what had happened.\textsuperscript{130} The international community, which acknowledged Guaidó as the legitimate acting president of the Republic,\textsuperscript{131} also understood. For example, in its Resolution of January 31, 2019, the European Parliament acknowledged Guaidó as “the legitimate and democratically elected president of the national Assembly” and thus recognized him to be “the legitimate interim president of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, in accordance with the Venezuelan Constitution, as stated in Article 233, and express[ed] its full support for his roadmap.”\textsuperscript{132}

But, in spite of all this turmoil, the fact is that the de facto totalitarian government controlled by Nicolás Maduro has continued with its abuses and subjugation of the other branches of government,\textsuperscript{133} with the one exception being the
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legislative branch that from 2016 has been controlled by the opposition.

The regime has been able to work around the opposition by shrouding its actions in a veil of legality through decisions of the Constitutional Chamber against the National Assembly. Examples of the abuse are plenty: the shutdown of mass media, the indiscriminate murder of Venezuelans with impunity, the committing of electoral fraud, the destruction of the economy and the productive apparatus, the deprivation of opponents' liberty, the repression of students, and the brutalization and torture of demonstrators. This abuse has gone unchecked and uncontrolled, but it is all supposedly legal because it has been supported by the other branches of government (excluding the National Assembly), the judiciary in particular. The current situation is so bad, it has recently been documented by the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights' July 2019 Bachelet Report. Among many other offenses, the report mentions tortures of detainees and the assassination of political prisoners by the police in their detention centers, without any sort of remorse by the government, and with total impunity.

These actions are obviously contrary to the Constitution, and they evidence that the Venezuelan state under the usurped government of Nicolás Maduro is not a democracy or a state that respects the rule of law. Democracy is much more than a system that features elections. Fundamentally, democracy is a system where the separation of powers is guaranteed, because without separation of powers there can be no protection of human rights, free elections, pluralism, or rule of law.
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VI. THE CONSTITUTIONAL ROAD FROM POPULISM TO AUTHORITARIANISM

How did Venezuelans arrive at this unfortunate situation? How did this happen to the country that throughout the second half of last century had the most envied democracy in Latin America? How did a democracy admired for its continuity and stability, a democracy characterized by separation of powers, free elections, strong political parties, civil liberties, freedom of speech, and open discussion of ideologies become an authoritarian state? What happened? How did we get here?

Nothing comes from nothing, and in the case of Venezuela, authoritarianism was the result of a late 20th century crisis in the democratic party system.137 This crisis allowed and facilitated the concentration of power perpetrated in 1998 by Chávez and his populist companions.

As discussed previously, the 1999 coup was accomplished through an elective process. Chávez managed to get legitimately elected, despite the fact that he did not propose a specific political project, except the vague idea of seeking a “change,” by convening a National Constituent Assembly.138 After his election and subsequent intervention in all branches of government, destroying their autonomy and independence, the final product was the drafting of a Constitution. As the author publicly denounced in 1999, as an independent member of the Constituent Assembly, that draft contained “an institutional framework designed for authoritarianism, which derived from the combination of state centralism, exacerbated presidential power, party power and militarism, for the organization of State.”139

Time has sadly proven the author right.

All branches of government are now at the service of authoritarianism, with the exception of the National Assembly in the years after 2016. The judiciary in particular has been completely subdued by the Executive and is now staffed with temporary and provisional judges that are completely dependent
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on the government. The Comptroller General does not control anything, and the People’s Defender does not protect nor defend. The General Prosecutor has become the controlled arm for persecuting the opposition, ensuring the total impunity of the military and paramilitary and allowing thousands to be murdered in the street. Finally, the Electoral Branch has become the key instrument for perpetrating electoral fraud and appears to be no more than a political agent for supporting the government’s candidates.

The leaders of the totalitarian state, the ones responsible for all this institutional violence, are now realizing that they are running out of time. They have repeatedly made appeals to establish some sort of dialogue with opposition leaders, but these efforts have failed. 140

For any dialogue to produce results, above all it is the government that has to change and become more democratic. It must concede and to accept the full application of the Constitution, commit to democratic principles, and guarantee human rights. In other words, the government must accept democratic rules and pluralism. 141

If the government fails to take these steps, there will undoubtedly be increasing popular rebellion. Civil society, including the student movement and the political opposition, which is supported by more than half of the country, 142 will
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not continue to accept a government that attempts to rule by force, persecution, intimidation, threats, and criminalization.

Venezuela as a nation has already spoken on this matter. As millions flee the country, we are bearing witness to the greatest exodus in the history of the Western world.\textsuperscript{143} The will of the people cannot be ignored forever, and sooner or later this government that has turned its back on its people will inevitably be forced to answer to them.

One important lesson must be remembered from the tragic political failure Venezuela has endured for the past twenty years: when a political crisis resulting from the malfunctioning of the political parties in a democratic system occurs, provoking a lack of representativeness and participation, if the parties do not assume the task of designing a compromise or agreement to reinforce democracy, they risk the appearance of new populist leadership promising to reinvent democracy in the name of the people. As Venezuela indicates, these new (anti)democratic heralds can proceed to assault power, and corrupt the democratic system. If left unchecked, they can destroy all the bases of the democratic state from within: representative democracy, pluralism, separation of powers, accountability, free expression, civil rights, and political liberties.

The Venezuelan experience is there.
